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The ACT Government is committed to making its information, services, 
events and venues accessible to as many people as possible.

If you have difficulty reading a standard printed document and would 
like to receive this publication in an alternative format — such as large 
print or audio — please telephone (02) 6207 7307. 

If English is not your first language and you require the translating and 
interpreting service — please telephone 131 450. 

If you are deaf or hearing impaired and require the TTY typewriter 
service — please telephone (02) 6207 2622.
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Forward

I am pleased to present this report on the outcomes of the Tuggeranong and Erindale centres youth 
consultation.

Young people represent a significant portion of the population and their inclusion is crucial when 
planning future urban developments in Canberra. This report not only captures the thoughts and 
opinions of 125 young people, it demonstrates the willingness of young people to be involved and to 
be heard.   

I commend all those schools, youth organisations and supporting staff involved in the consultation 
workshops, and on behalf of ACT Government, thank them for their involvement.

Regards,

Neil Savery 
Chief Planning Executive 
ACT Planning and Land Authority
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Introduction

The Tuggeranong and Erindale youth consultation road show was part of the broader consultation 
undertaken for the Tuggeranong and Erindale centres master plan. The consultation was undertaken 
by ACTPLA’s education officer and Tuggeranong and Erindale centres master plan project team. As 
part of the road show, a project officer from the Heart Foundation facilitated additional workshops 
about healthy living patterns.  

The primary purpose for conducting the road shows was to collect data from young people who 
live, work, play or study in the Tuggeranong and Erindale centre areas. They were asked to identify 
issues and then problem solve around two key themes:

Public Domain

• open space

• safety

• centre atmosphere 

• sense of belonging

Competition

In addition to the youth consultations, a competition for 12-24 year olds was established as an 
alternative method to capture issues and ideas relating to the centres.

Where is the project area?

‘The Hyperdome is a popular place 
to go for teenagers only because 

there is nothing else to do’ 

Transport

• bus interchange

• pedestrian 

• cycling

• cars
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‘The Hyperdome is a popular place 
to go for teenagers only because 

there is nothing else to do’
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Tuggeranong centre youth snapshot 

Out of the box ideas:

Make Tuggeranong the green energy centre of Canberra, make it the world’s most sustainable 
centre (that will attract people, businesses and tourism). 

Public domain

Centre ambiance/appeal: issues identified

Young people’s general perception of the Tuggeranong centre (and surrounds) was that it was dirty, 
boring, dull and uninviting. They said that the centre has aged significantly and was run-down. The 
Hyperdome was the focus of discussion with little other areas of interest.  

They said that the opinions of their friends were similar, that ‘Tuggers’ was a ‘nothing place’, with little 
to offer and no real point in going there. 

• ‘Generally the place looks dirty and empty, you don’t want to sit in a dirty empty place’.

• ‘When you drive into Tuggers all you see is boring buildings, no people and dead grass’. 

• ‘The whole place looks like a giant car park’. 

• ‘If you get crap, you treat it like crap’.

Centre ambiance/appeal: what could be?

It was generally agreed improvements need to be made to the centre’s cleanliness and to address 
the building style, design and general maintenance. Participants said that if the government 
improved the space (especially the centre square) then business would see the change and be 
motivated to do the same. As a result, business may be driven to open more shops, events were 
more likely to occur (festivals, markets etc) and more people would visit Tuggeranong. 

• ‘Tuggeranong could be great if people looked after it…clean the lake for a start’. 
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Open space: issues identified

A key focus for young people was Section 19, the existing centre square. It was acknowledged that 
(aside from the Hyperdome) it is one of only a few open space areas throughout Tuggeranong that 
they visit. It is seen as a place to congregate, a meeting place, a public place to be around others. 
Despite the square’s popularity, it was seen as dirty, poorly maintained, uninviting and generally in 
need of a major upgrade.

Equally noted was the lack of cleanliness of the open spaces around the centre and in particular the 
lake front. Young people viewed these spaces as poorly maintained, uninviting and, in their current 
form, serving little or no purpose. Much emphasis was placed on the state of Lake Tuggeranong. It 
was seen as polluted, and was a poorly maintained shore line that lacked any useful purpose, other 
than something to look at.

•  ‘Have street furniture over open space – some cool outdoor furniture other than trees  
and grass area’.

•  ‘Lake Tuggeranong smells and just looks dirty, especially around this part. There is nothing 
there’.

Open space: what could be?

Young people prioritised improvements to Section 19, the existing centre square, to significantly 
improve open space usability for young people (and the general public). Suggestions included that 
the square needs to be redesigned with an emphasis on seating (for places to eat), public art and 
improved lighting. Participants stated that improvements would significantly improve the behaviour 
and general attitude of young people who congregate there. They also said that with improvements 
to the square and investment in new shops, a potential youth training café in and around the square 
could be established.   

Garema Place in Canberra’s city centre was cited as an example of good public open space for 
young people. 

Public safety: issues identified

Generally, participants (noting their immediate friends as well) felt Tuggeranong centre was a safe 
place during the day with the exception of the bus interchange where they acknowledged they 
needed to be more ‘on their guard’. It was noted that they don’t frequent the open spaces (bushland) 
due to personal safety concerns.

Opinions differed regarding safety at night. The majority of young people consulted said that they 
tend to stay near the Hypredome/centre at night because of the lighting and general presence of 
other people. They said that there are very few people around the centre at night, that it is poorly lit, 
and that they would rarely go along the shore front or to other open space (bushland). They also said 
that the bus interchange was unsafe at night and that they always go with friends (if they can).

• ‘I feel safe here because there is no people around and nothing to do, unlike Civic and Woden’.

•  ‘None of us or our friends walk through the bush (open space areas) parents tell us not to…
and we don’t want to’.

Public safety: what could be?

Lighting and the absence of people were noted as the two main issues needing to be addressed.  
Young people suggested that thought needs to go into how the centre is lit and with improvements 
to shops etc, there will be more people around, making it feel safer. 
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‘There is no point having open 
space if it just sits there going 
to waste... have you seen it?’
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Erindale centre youth snapshot 

Public domain

Centre ambiance/appeal: issues identified

Erindale centre, and its surrounds, is seen as dirty, ugly and an area that no-one looks after or has 
cared about for a long time. It was noted as being ‘bitsy’ a ‘maze’ of unplanned, tacked-on buildings 
with no real thought as to how people would use the space. The centre is known by young people 
as the ‘pit’ and is generally used for three main purposes – fast food, sport and school/college.  It 
was acknowledged that it is very busy, great for food and college, however it is not ‘functioning’ as 
well as it could.

•  ‘Other than the schools and some sport, food is the reason why Erindale is so busy, why 
people come here…everyone knows that, the problem is there is no choice other than take-
away junk’.

• ‘Erindale is a maze of buildings, it takes year 11’s a few weeks to figure out their way around’.

• ‘The place is dirty, really dirty’…’if you live in a dump you treat it like a dump’

• ‘Did you notice that there is a alcohol shop right in front of the school’

•  ‘It is ok during the day but no one walks around at night because it is too dark ‘seriously, it is 
scary some times because the place has so many bits and pieces and alleys, you get scared, 
everyone I know hates it’

•  ‘There are a lot of old people around the area, there are always clashes with young people, 
they make the place feel like an old persons home’.

Centre ambiance/appeal: what could be?

Young people overwhelmingly agreed that the Erindale centre required considerable work 
and attention.  Foremost was the general cleanliness of the centre and surrounds. In addition, 
participants believe something needs to happen to acknowledge that Erindale actually exists and 
where to go when you get there, as it is not particularly visible from the main road.  

• ‘Give it some culture, give it a clean, get rid of all the gum and crap lying around’.

• ‘Render and colour the old brick buildings’.

• ‘We need to have choices of food venues, there are no healthy options...Boost Juice’.

• ‘Somehow there needs to be a straight walk way than all of the allies to get to school’.

•  ‘Harris Scarfe is a real problem, cuts off everything. Need to fix that area. It creates the 
problem’.

• ‘Food is what brings people to Erindale, need to focus on improving that’.

• ‘There are students everywhere, need stacks of seats, even walls to sit on, something’.

•  ‘New skate park in a central location which includes a basketball area and maybe something to 
do with fitness’.
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Open space: issues identified

Young people generally saw the open space in the centre of Erindale as a ‘waste of space’. 
Participants stated that the existing centre square is rarely used, uninviting and not regarded as a 
centre square. The surrounding open space areas (bushlands) serve no real purpose, were un-kept, 
dry and blocked Erindale from public view. 

•  ‘We spend most of our time sitting on concrete ledges and the ground, there is nowhere to 
sit and meet friends, no seating anywhere, that’s why everyone goes to McDonalds in the 
morning and lunch’.

Open space: what could be?

There was general recognition that the open space in and around the centre was significantly 
underutilised and served little point – participants believe it adds no value to the area. There was 
recognition of the Government’s inability to dramatically improve all open spaces however they 
reiterated that it is better to use one section of open space well (quality) than to do bits and pieces all 
over the place. The area behind the fast food strip was acknowledged as being priority for a change 
of use, from open space to car parking and a functional eating area. In addition, participants also 
acknowledged that seating areas around the centre would significantly improve their sense of place.

•  ‘Pedestrian strip running north-south outside building through to Erindale Drive.  Link into 
Gartside Street’.

• ‘Improve with more shading and seating’.

• ‘More trees in existing car park open space areas’.

• ‘More activity areas for youth in open space areas’.

• ‘Internet café’.

• ‘Provide play equipment for children’.

• ‘Create market days’.

Public safety: issues identified

Young people generally agreed that Erindale centre was relatively safe during the day largely due 
to the number of people around (other young people). There was acknowledgement that although 
personal safety was ok, physical safety from transport ( in the car parks) was of concern.

Night-time safety was a different story. The majority of those workshopped acknowledged that 
they seldom went to the centre at night by themselves. This was attributed to poor lighting and 
the current layout of the centre (the maze of buildings, dark corners, no direct walking routes, little 
people around).  

• ‘Erindale is a maze of buildings, it takes year 11’s a few weeks to figure out their way around’.

•  ‘It is ok during the day but no one walks around at night because it is too dark ‘seriously, it is 
scary some times because the place has so many bits and pieces and alleys, you get scared, 
everyone I know hates it’. 

• ‘ Have you seen the front of the college?  We walk out to blank walls, no shops and straight 
into a car park.  Just look at what happens when school is out, kids and cars everywhere’. 

• ‘Did you notice that there is an alcohol shop sign right in front of the school?’.
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Public safety: what could be?

Lighting around the centre was identified as one area where significant safety improvements can 
be made. Participants also acknowledged that clear, straight and identifiable walkways through the 
centre would improve the feeling of personal safety. This is in place of the current maze of car parks, 
buildings and ‘bitsy’ walkways.

• ‘It is simple, just put in lights’.

•  ‘Should build some public toilets next to the service station, lots of lights so you can go to the 
toilet at night safely’.

• ‘Make the centre security wander around the whole of Erindale so we can feel safer at night’. 

Transport: issues identified

The majority of youth concerns centred on two key transport issues: car parks and the bus shelter 
next to Woolworths.  Car carks were identified as the dominant barrier to accessibility throughout 
the centre. They were seen as dangerous barriers (negotiating cars) with no clear walkways to avoid 
them. They also noted the current bus shelter as highly inadequate, ugly and providing little or no 
shelter. In addition, issues attaining to the absence of walk ways and little or no clear bike paths into 
and thought the centre was also noted as concern.   

•  ‘Have you seen the front of the college, we walk out to blank walls, no shops and straight into 
a car parks, just look at what happens when school is out, kids and cars everywhere’.

•  ‘We are forever leaving class to move cars to avoid fines. This is a major issue for everyone, 
teachers included’.

•  Car parks: ‘It is our College but there is only one hour parking in front, we are 17-18 with cars 
and need car spaces’. ‘It is ok at the start of the year but when the year 11’s start to get their 
licences it becomes a nightmare’.

•  ‘the bus shelter is only good for about 10 people, when it is packed and raining and cold you 
just have to stand out in it’. 

• ‘Bus shelter looks so ugly and doesn’t make you feel like catching one’. 

• ‘Bus stop is dangerous and not nice’.

•  ‘Difficult to catch bus to Erindale – low frequency of buses – usually have to end up waling long 
distance’.

Transport: what could be? 

The group listed improvements to the current bus shelter, to provide sufficient coverage  for peak 
hour passengers as important . It was also noted that clear and well thought out walk ways to 
negotiate car parks would also dramatically improve centre accessibility and improve safety.    

•  ‘They should knock down the shopping centre, move the car parks underneath and build up…
make it bigger with more interesting shops’.

• ‘Pedestrian strip running north south outside building through to Erindale Drive’.

• ‘More bus service’.

• ‘Develop underground and double storey car-park’. 

• ‘Traffic congestion at all roundabouts going into Erindale’.
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‘Tuggeranong could 
be great if people 
looked after it…’
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